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Riddle Rangers 
Spiritual Gifts 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Scripture marked “NIV” is taken from the Holy Bible, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®. Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984 Biblica. All rights reserved throughout the world. Used 
by permission of Biblica. Scripture marked “NIrV” is taken from the Holy Bible, New International Reader’s Version ™, Copyright ©1995, 1996, 1998 by International Bible 
Society. Used by permission of Zondervan Publishing House. All rights reserved. All scripture references are taken from NIrV unless otherwise stated. 
 
User Agreement: 
The GO! curriculum by Mooblio is intended for download and print by subscribing entities only. It may not be transferred electronically to or duplicated by other non-subscribing 
entities. If the GO! curriculum is cost prohibitive for your organization, please contact us about assistance. We are awesomely generous! All use must be in accordance with the 
Terms of Use agreement as described on the website www.go.mooblio.com.  

BIG IDEA: The Holy Spirit gives us a spiritual gift, so we can help 
others grow close to God. 

BIBLE BASIS: 1 Corinthians 12 

KEY VERSE: “Each of you has received a gift in order to serve others. 
You should use it faithfully.” 1 Peter 4:10b (NIrV) 

 

7–15 minutes 

30–40 minutes 

7–15 minutes 

15–25 minutes 
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I love presents. Correction: I really love presents! I love giving them and getting them. So, when I 

became a Christian and learned that God gives each and every one of us gifts that we can use to build 
His church—it blew my mind! 

God has given each of us the task of helping one another grow closer to Him. That’s not all, 
though. He’s also equipped us with spiritual gifts to help us accomplish the task. A spiritual gift is like a 
talent or ability that the Holy Spirit gives to believers in order to help the body of Christ grow in their 
relationship with God. The gifts include things like leadership, evangelism, teaching, or serving.  

Do you know what your gifts are? Are you using them? If you are unsure of your spiritual gifts, do 
a quick Google search. There are plenty of free assessments that can help you discover your spiritual 
gifts. Keep in mind, though, that a test can’t definitively tell you what your gifts are, but they can point you 
in the right direction. Consider the results along with what others tell you and what you already know 
about yourself. Typically, your gifts are things that you already enjoy doing or tasks that come really easy 
to you.  

Most gifts are given to you for your own enjoyment, but God gives you spiritual gifts so that you 
can use them for others. So what are you waiting for? Figure out what gifts God has given you and put 
them to use! 
  

“God’s gifts of grace come in many forms. Each of you has received a gift in order to serve others. You 
should use it faithfully.” 1 Peter 4:10 

 
 
Sandy Riggs 
GO! Contributor 
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Keeping Kids Safe 
 
Repeat this with me: “There is nothing more important than the safety of the kids.” Period. End of 
sentence. An unsafe children’s ministry environment can have a profoundly negative impact on a kid’s 
physical, emotional, and spiritual life. It can also put the leaders and ministry at large in legal jeopardy. 
The purpose of this is not to make you fearful, but to make you diligent. The following is not intended to 
be a thorough safety policy, but rather a general set of guidelines to help you create a safe place for kids. 
  
Be familiar with the child protection policies of your church. Your church most likely already has 
policies and guidelines in place for the protection of you and the kids. If you’re not already familiar with 
them, ask your ministry leader to give you a copy. Simply put: know them and follow them. 
 
Follow the 2-person rule. As much as possible, don’t be alone with kids. Always have a second leader 
with you. Additionally, try to occupy spaces that are visible to public areas. This is as much for your 
protection as it is for the kids. 
 
Use appropriate touch. Use only positive and appropriate forms of physical contact while avoiding 
anything that is or appears as inappropriate or unsafe. Examples of appropriate touch may include: side 
hugs, high-fives, fist bumps, and pats on the back. For younger kids, ask your ministry leader if sitting on 
laps and brief front hugs are permissible. 
 
Emergency evacuation and shelter. Do you know where to go or what to do in case of a fire? How 
about a tornado, an earthquake, or an active shooter? If you’re not sure about any of these, ask your 
ministry leader about the plan. Walk the routes and familiarize yourself with the spaces.  
 
If you see something, say something. Trust your instincts. If you notice anything that is unsafe, 
careless, or suspicious, say something. If you notice any signs that a child has been abused or neglected, 
let your ministry leader know. 
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To their friends and family, they’re known as Zack and Jada—two ordinary kids who love to do ordinary 
things. But when they combine forces, they’re known as the “Riddle Rangers”—an extraordinary duo who 
travel the world, solving riddles with the guidance of their teacher, Professor Covington. Their most recent 
adventure has taken them to the “Dunes of Damascus” where mysterious riddles have been discovered in 
a long-lost ancient tomb. With the help of the kids, Zack and Jada will have to race against time to crack 
the codes before the treasure-hungry grave robbers get ahold of them. It’s an adventure that ultimately 
leads kids to discovering that the greatest treasure is God’s Word. 
 

• During the “Riddle Rangers” series, Zack and Jada “call in” periodically through a video feed. 
(See Resource Folder for videos.) After loading the videos into your presentation software of 
choice, practice your timing on the start of the videos so that it feels spontaneous and natural 
during the lesson.  

• The “Riddle Rangers” will call in each week asking the kids to help them solve two riddles. Print 
out the appropriate riddles and make them available to the small group leaders during the large 
group lesson. Tell the leaders to keep the riddles out of sight until Zack and Jada send them in. 

o Note: there are separate, age-appropriate versions of each riddle for both younger 
and older kids. Although the versions are different, the answers are the same. Be sure 
to give each group the appropriate version of the riddle. 

• Give each small group leader enough pens or pencils for everyone in their group. 
• After the kids solve the riddle, the Large Group Leader will pretend to send the answer back to 

the Riddle Rangers using a laptop, smartphone, or tablet. Place the desired device in the 
teaching area. 

• Use small boxes or Mason jars to create 3 presents. Place a handful of the following items in 
each one of the different presents: pennies, uncooked rice, small nails. Wrap the box in giftwrap 
or place a ribbon/bow on the jar to make it look like a gift. 

• Choose which of the Reflect and Respond Stations you would like to make available. Set out the 
appropriate materials for each of those stations.  
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CG:  “Riddle Rangers” title graphic 
Sound:  Play upbeat music as kids move to large group area 
Video:  Play “Riddle Rangers Intro Video” 
 
RIDDLE RANGERS INTRO 
Large Group Leader: Hello everybody! I’m sooo glad you’re here today! We’re starting an awesome 
adventure that you DO NOT want to miss. Today is our first day of “Riddle Rangers”! For the next 4 
weeks we’ll be helping our friends, Zack and Jada. They’re the Riddle Rangers and they need our help 
solving some pretty tough riddles. They’ll be calling us soon, but while we wait, let’s do a warm-up with a 
little riddle of my own. 
 
CG:  “Apostle Paul riddle” graphic 
 

I loved to cause the Christians fright 
Until I saw a blinding light. 
Jesus then appeared to me 
And changed my life eternally. 
My enemies put me in jail. 
From there I sent some Godly mail. 

 
This riddle is talking about someone from the Bible. Do you know who it is? (Take answer.) That’s right—
it’s Paul! When Paul was younger, his name was Saul. Saul hated the Christians. He had them arrested 
and even killed. But then one day, on the road to Damascus, Jesus appeared to Saul in a blinding light. 
Not only did Jesus change Saul’s life, He changed his name, too. Saul became known as Paul. Now, 
instead of arresting Christians, Paul was arrested for being a Christian. That didn’t stop him from sharing 
the good news of Jesus, though. Even when Paul was in prison, he sent letters to the churches, teaching 
them how to love and follow Jesus. CG: The Books of Paul. Those letters are now books of the Bible. In 
fact, God used Paul to write about half of the 27 books in the New Testament. Even today we can read 
Paul’s letters in the Bible and learn how to be better followers of Jesus. 
 
RIDDLE RANGERS: RIDDLE #1 
VDO:  Play “Riddle Rangers Video #1” 
 
(Leaders Note: The following is the video script for the “Riddle Rangers” video.) 
 
Zack: Riddle Rangers to base. Riddle Rangers to base. This is Zack transmitting from the Dunes of 
Damascus. We need some help—BIG TIME! I repeat—The Riddle Rangers are in need of your help! I 
should probably explain. My name is Zack and I’m here with my friend, Jada. Together we’re known as 
the “Riddle Rangers.” We’re young adventurers who travel the globe in search of riddles to solve.  
 
A couple of days ago, we got a tip that an ancient tomb filled with riddles had been found in the desert 
near Damascus. Damascus is an ancient city in the Middle East, it’s where Saul was headed when he 
saw Jesus in the blinding light. When we got to Damascus, we found out that we’re not the only ones 
looking for this tomb. We were at the market buying supplies when we overheard some loud-mouthed 
grave robbers. They want to find the tomb, too. But they don’t care about the riddles, they just want to 
steal its treasures. Fortunately, we found it first, but they can’t be too far behind us. And thanks to Jada’s 
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quick thinking, we attached a GPS tracker to one of their camels so we can see if they’re getting close.  
 
I wish you could be here with us. This ancient tomb is super cool, but it’s super creepy too! There are 4 
sarcophagi in here. A sarcophagus is like a stone coffin. And each one has a set of riddles carved into its 
lid. Other than that, the tomb is completely empty. If the grave robbers get here and see that there’s no 
treasure, they’ll think we took it and we’ll be dead meat! So we’ve gotta work fast! We’re sending you a 
copy of the first riddle with some instructions right now. Upload the answer back to us as soon as you 
solve it. Okay, the riddle should be arriving now. I’ll talk to you later. This is Zack, signing off. 
 

Instruct the kids to turn to their small groups. Have the leaders give each kid a copy of 
Riddle #1 (See LG Resource Folder) along with a pen or pencil. Remind kids to refrain 
from shouting the answer out so that other kids can solve it on their own. When it 
appears like most of the kids have solved the riddle, draw their attention back to the 
teaching area and ask for the answer. Note: there are separate, age-appropriate 
versions of each riddle for both younger and older kids. Although the versions are 
different, the answers are the same.  

 
You got it! I’ll upload the answer to the Riddle Rangers right now (pretend to be typing answer onto laptop 
or tablet). The riddle says, “The Holy Spirit gives gifts.” (Look perplexed.) Hmm…I wonder what that’s all 
about. Maybe Zack and Jada will know what to make of it. 
 
RIDDLE RANGERS: RIDDLE #2 
VDO:  Play “Riddle Rangers Video #2” 
 
Jada: Attention—this is Jada of the “Riddle Rangers” transmitting from the Dunes of Damascus. That’s 
it—you got it! The riddle says, “The Holy Spirit gives gifts.” Hey—I remember our teacher, Professor 
Covington, telling us about that. It’s in one of the letters that Paul wrote. In 1st Corinthians 12:4, Paul says, 
“There are different kinds of gifts. But they are all given to believers by the same Spirit.” What he’s saying 
is that the Holy Spirit gives every Christian a spiritual gift. A spiritual gift is like a talent or special ability. I 
don’t mean a talent like doing a flip off the diving board or balancing a spoon on your nose. A spiritual gift 
is like a talent that you can use to help other people grow closer to God. It’s for the purpose of building 
God’s church. You might not realize it yet, but if you love and follow Jesus, you have a spiritual gift too! 
 
Wow—you kids made that riddle look easy! Nice work, but don’t relax just yet. We’ve got a lot more 
riddles to solve. And some of them look pretty hard. Zack and I are sending you the next one right now. 
See what you can do with it and shoot it back to us as soon as you solve it. Thanks! You guys are the 
best! Jada out. 
 

Instruct the kids to turn again to their small groups. Have the leaders give each kid a copy 
of Riddle #2. (See LG Resource Folder.) When it appears like most of the kids have 
solved the riddle, draw their attention back to the teaching area and ask them for the 
answer. 

 
Nice work—you nailed it! (Pretend to be typing answer onto laptop or tablet.) It’s a Bible verse—1st  
Corinthians 12:12. Let’s send the answer back to Zack and Jada. Maybe they’ll know what to make of it.  
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RIDDLE RANGERS: CONCLUSION  
VDO:  Play “Riddle Rangers Video #3” 
 
Zack: Riddle Rangers to base—this is Zack. That was incredible—you solved another riddle. It’s 1st 
Corinthians 12:12. I’m putting the verse on the screen right now. (Verse appears on screen.) It says, 
“There is one body, but it has many parts. But all its many parts make up one body. It is the same with 
Christ.” That verse really confused me until Professor Covington explained it. You see, our body has a lot 
of different parts and each part has a different ability. Our eyes can see, our ears can hear, our nose can 
smell. If our whole body was an eye, we wouldn’t be able to hear anything. That’s why we have different 
body parts. It’s kind of like that with the church, too. Each of us is like a different part of the body of Christ 
and we all have different spiritual gifts or abilities. Some of us are good at encouraging others. Some of 
us are good at teaching others about Jesus or helping others. If we were all good at encouraging, who 
would teach people about Jesus? And if we were all good at teaching, who would help the people in 
need? Our spiritual gifts work together to build God’s church and to help people grow closer to Him. 
 
(SFX of sarcophagus opening.) Whoa! Hold on—something weird is happening. The first sarcophagus is 
opening. Oh man—I’m scared to look inside! What if it’s a dead…oh good! It’s not! But there is something 
inside. It looks like part of a stone disc. Jada—send them a screenshot so they can see what I’m talking 
about. There’s writing on it, but a lot of the words are still missing. I can’t tell what it says yet. Maybe if we 
solve the riddles on the other sarcophagi, their lids will open and we can find the rest of the disc. Be sure 
to come back next week. We need your help so we can solve the rest of the riddles and get out of here 
before the grave robbers find us. Until then—this is the Riddle Rangers, signing off! 
 
CG:   “Big Bible Story Questions” graphic 
 
BIG BIBLE STORY QUESTIONS 

At the end of the Riddle Rangers video, have the kids turn briefly to their small groups 
and discuss the following questions: For Younger Kids: Do you remember what a 
spiritual gift is? How would you explain it? Why do you think the Holy Spirit gives 
us spiritual gifts? For Older Kids: Do you remember what a spiritual gift is? How 
would you explain it? What do you think would happen if everyone used their 
spiritual gift in the church? What if no one used it? After a few minutes, draw their 
attention back to the teaching area. 
 

CG:  “Riddle Rangers” title graphic 
 
GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT 
Isn’t that so cool?! If you love and follow Jesus, the Holy Spirit gives you a spiritual gift or ability. And it’s 
not just a random ability like hitting a homerun or juggling some balls, it’s a special ability that you can use 
to build God’s church and help people grow closer to Him. Let me show you just some of the spiritual gifts 
that the Bible talks about. 
 
CG: List of Spiritual Gifts 
 
If you’ve been given the gift of “evangelism,” then you’re really good at telling people about Jesus. If 
you’ve been given the gift of “creative communication,” that means you love to sing, or act, or play an 
instrument. If you’ve been given the gift of “helping,” then you’re really good at doing the hard work of 
helping other people. (If there are other spiritual gifts on the list that you would like to explain, briefly do so 
at this time.) 
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Even though you might not know yet what your spiritual gift is, if you love and follow Jesus, then you 
definitely have one! Every Christian has one! In fact, that’s what our Bible verse for today tells us. Let’s 
take a look at it. (Encourage kids to open their Bibles to 1 Peter 4:10b. Be prepared to give younger kids 
more time and assistance in finding the verse. When ready, choose a kid to read it aloud or read it aloud 
yourself while the kids follow along.)  
 
CG:  “Each of you has received a gift in order to serve others. You should use it 

faithfully.” 1 Peter 4:10b (NIrV) 
 
THE SPIRITUAL GIFTS ORCHESTRA 
And here’s the really cool part—when we all know what our spiritual gift is and we use it together, it 
creates something beautiful. Let me show you what I mean. (Invite 3 kids to join you in the teaching area. 
Hold up present #1.) Let’s pretend like this is the spiritual gift of “giving.” If you have this gift, then you’re 
really good at sharing your money and things with people who need help. (Shake present.) So I put some 
money inside of this one. (Hand present #1 to a kid. Hold up present #2.) Let’s pretend like this is the 
spiritual gift of “hospitality.” If you have this gift, then you love taking care of people by giving them food 
and shelter. (Shake present.) So I put some rice inside of this one. (Hand present #2 to a kid. Hold up 
present #3.) Let’s pretend like this is the spiritual gift of “craftsmanship.” If you have this gift, then you are 
really good at building things. (Shake present.) So I put some nails inside of this one. (Hand present #3 to 
a kid.) 
 
Right now, each of these kids has a spiritual gift, but they’re not really doing anything with it. So it’s quiet 
and not much is happening. (Instruct the 3 kids to continually shake their gift.) Now they’re each using 
their gift faithfully, but they’re not really working together, so they’re kind of just making a big noise. (Tell 
kids to stop. Instruct them to shake their gift one time whenever you point to them. Try to create a musical 
rhythm by pointing to the kids like a musical conductor. Have fun with it!) Now they’re all using their gift 
faithfully, but they’re also working together like a church should. And because of that, they’ve created 
something beautiful! (Collect presents. Thank and dismiss kids. Sit or kneel near the audience.) 
 
That’s kind of like what happens when we all know what our spiritual gift is and we use it together with the 
rest of the church. We create something beautiful that helps people grow closer to God. You might not 
know what your gift is yet, and that’s okay! Keep praying and thinking about what God has made you 
really good at. And when you know what it is, use it faithfully so that we can build God’s church together!  
 

Close the Large Group time by praying for the kids in whatever way the Holy Spirit 
prompts you. Following the prayer, explain to the kids which of the Reflect and Respond 
Stations will be available. Remind them to move about the stations very quietly. Tell them 
they are free to respond to God in whatever way the Holy Spirit leads them, but if they 
need suggestions, some of the stations will give them ideas for how to pray, write, or 
draw. Give each child one “GO! Home” sheet and instruct them to take it with them to the 
stations. Place small group leaders at the different stations to quietly help the kids. The 
stations listed below are just the ones that have prompts that are specific to today’s 
lesson. For more instructions on how the Reflect and Respond Stations work as well as a 
full list of possible stations, see the “GO! Guide.” 

 
CG:  “Riddle Rangers” title graphic 
Music:  (Optional) Play quiet instrumental music 
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Prayer Station prompt: Do you know what spiritual gift the Holy Spirit has given you? Tell Him thanks for 
your gift. Are you still trying to figure out what gift He’s given you? Ask Him to show you.  
 
Journal Station prompt: Make a list of all of the things you’re really good at or love to do. When you’re 
finished, think about how you could use those things to help people grow closer to God. 
 
Bible Station prompt: Read it for yourself: 1 Corinthians 12:1–11. Draw a picture of the story or write to 
God what your favorite part of that story was. Tell Him why you liked it. 
 
Art Station prompt: What kind of gifts or talents do you have that could help people grow closer to God? 
Draw a picture of yourself using that gift or talent. 
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What you need:        Amount: Note: 
Riddle printout #1 1 per kid See Resource Folder. Print on 8½ x 11 paper and 

cut in half. Note: each riddle has a version for 
older kids and a version for younger kids. Be sure 
to print out the right version for the right kids.  

Riddle printout #2 1 per kid Same as above. 
Pens or pencils 1 per kid  
Laptop, smartphone, or tablet 1 Used as a prop to send messages to the Riddle 

Rangers 
Small boxes or Mason jars 3  
Pennies (or other change) 1 handful  
Uncooked rice 1 handful  
Small nails 1 handful  
Wrapping paper or ribbon/bows 3 Enough to decorate the 3 boxes or jars to look like 

gifts. 
Upbeat walk-in music  This unit’s music recommendation: “The Ritual” by 

Jason Graves. Available for purchase through 
iTunes or Amazon. 

GO! Media (graphics, sound, and 
video) 

 See Resource Folder. Download ahead of time 
and place in media presentation software such as 
PowerPoint, Media Shout, or ProPresenter.  

Worship tracks 2–4 Choose from the Worship songs that your ministry 
enjoys singing and simply drop them into your 
media presentation software along with the GO! 
media. 

Reflect and Respond Station 
materials 

 Choose which of the stations you would like to 
include for this week and gather the appropriate 
materials. See the “GO! Guide” for more 
instructions. 

GO! Home guide 1 per kid See Resource Folder. Print double-sided on 8½ x 
11 paper. 

 


